KEY OF “EQUIVALENT COURSES” FOR CREDITS ACCEPTED IN TRANSFER

“IDS.” codes are used for transfer courses with no exact Manhattanville equivalent, and such courses fall into one of the following categories, many of which count toward General Education requirements:

**IDS.LIBARTS** = General Liberal Arts credit; Counts toward 120-overall credit & 90-Liberal Arts credit req’s.

**IDS.NLA** = General credit (non-Liberal Arts); Counts toward 120-overall credit req.

**IDS.FALA** = Fine Arts Distribution credit; Counts toward Arts Distribution of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.FANLA** = Fine Arts Distribution credit (non-Liberal Arts); Counts towards Arts Distribution of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.FL** = Foreign Language credit at beginning level

**IDS.FL2** = Foreign Language credit at level of Beginners/Intro II; Satisfies Second Language req. of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.HUM** = Humanities Distribution credit; Counts toward Humanities Distribution of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.SOCSCI** = Social Science Distribution credit; Counts toward Social Science Distribution of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.SCINLA** = General Science credit (non-Liberal Arts); Counts toward Scientific Reasoning Competency & Science Distribution req’s. of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.SSNLA** = Social Science Distribution credit (non-Liberal Arts); Counts toward Social Science Distribution req. of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.MATH** = General Math credit; Counts toward Quantitative Reasoning Competency & Math Distribution req’s. of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.SCIENCE** = General Science credit; Counts toward Scientific Reasoning Competency & Science Distribution req’s. of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.TECH** = Technology Competency credit (non-Liberal Arts); Counts toward Technological Competency req. of Gen. Ed.

**IDS.ORAL** = Oral Competency credit; Counts toward Oral Competency req. of Gen. Ed.
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